This study explored the correspondence between implicit memory and the reactivation of encoding-related brain regions. By using a classification method, we examined whether reactivation reflects only the similarities between study and test or voxels at the reactivated regions are diagnostic of facilitation in the implicit memory task. A simple detection task served as incidental encoding of object-location pairings. A subsequent visual search task served as the indirect (implicit) test of memory. Subjects did not know that their memory would be tested. Half of the subjects were unaware that some stimuli in the search task are the same as those that had appeared during the detection task. Another group of subjects was made aware of this relationship at the onset of the visual search task. Memory performance was superior for the study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects. Brain reactivation was calculated using a conjunction analysis implemented through overlaying the neural activity at encoding and testing. The conjunction analysis revealed that implicit memory in both groups of subjects was associated with reactivation of parietal and occipital brain regions. We were able to classify study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects based on the per-voxel reactivation values representing the neural dynamics between encoding and test. The classification results indicate that neural dynamics between encoding and test accounts for the differences in implicit memory. Overall, our study demonstrates that implicit memory performance requires and depends upon reactivation of encoding-related brain regions.
INTRODUCTION
Memory performance may depend on subjects' ability to reconstruct the context of the encoding episode [e.g., Damasio, 1989; Kahn et al., 2004] . Recent neuroimaging studies supported this hypothesis by showing reactivation of encoding-related brain regions during explicit retrieval [Habib, 2001; Johnson and Rugg, 2007; Kahn et al., 2004; Nyberg et al., 2000 Nyberg et al., , 2001 ; Persson and Nyberg, 2000; Vaidya et al., 2002; Wheeler et al., 2000 Wheeler et al., , 2006 Woodruff et al., 2005] . For example, words that were encoded with a sound context tended to reactivate the auditory cortex even though at test the words were presented without a sound context heard earlier . Probe words that had been studied as pictures induced larger activity in the left fusiform gyrus, region critical for object processing [e.g., Köhler et al., 1998b ], compared to probe words previously studied as words [Vaidya et al., 2002] . Probe words studied within a spatial context elicited greater neural activity at test in parietal and parahippocampal cortices compared to probe words studied within a nonspatial context [Kahn et al., 2004; Persson and Nyberg, 2000] . Because parietal and parahippocampal cortices are crucial for spatial processing [e.g., Rizzolatti and Matelli, 2003; Sommer et al., 2005] , their activation during retrieval may indicate the reinstatement of spatial context originally presented with the words.
Explicit memory tests require subjects to consciously reconstruct previous experiences. Implicit memory tasks by definition test memory indirectly (e.g., by examining the effect of a previous exposure on performance in a task requiring subjects to identify or search for objects). If performance is facilitated (e.g., faster search), this is evidence of behavioral repetition priming [e.g., Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994; Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1994; Tulving and Schacter, 1990] . The finding that explicit memory increases neural activity in the task-specific brain regions [Buckner et al., 1996; Cabeza and Nyberg, 1997] , while implicit memory decreases it Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Henson, 2003; Schacter and Buckner, 1998; Wig et al., 2005] has been taken as additional evidence for separate explicit and implicit memory systems [e.g., Schacter and Tulving, 1994] .
While reactivation studies focus mostly on explicit memory tests, implicit memory tests may also involve reactivation processes. This issue, however, has not been directly addressed in previous research. The goal of our study was to investigate whether and how memory performance depends on the reactivation of encoding-related brain regions during implicit memory testing. Arguably, the voxels in the reactivated brain regions may not only represent the similarities between study and test phases but also be diagnostic for memory performance. We used a classification method of data analysis to test whether subjects with a high level of performance on an implicit memory test may be distinguished from subjects with a low level of performance based on the patterns of reactivation.
Participants were scanned during both study and test phases. During the study phase, subjects incidentally learned objects and their spatial locations while doing an object detection task. During the test phase, subjects' implicit memory for object location was indirectly tested using a visual search task. Participants were asked to search for a target object on a 4 × 4 grid among 12 other objects. Objects were either old (appeared previously in the object detection task) or new. Old objects were either presented in the same locations as in the object detection task or in new locations.
Although implicit memory tests are extensively used in behavioral and neuroscience research, sometimes their validity is questioned. The major concern is the possibility that implicit performance may be "contaminated" by the use of explicit recall or explicit retrieval strategies [e.g., Beauregard et al., 1999, Bowers and . One way to address this concern is to create experimental conditions that limit subjects' explicit memory for the stimuli. Our previous behavioral study [Manelis, 2009] , which also used the object detection task in the study phase, showed that explicit memory after incidental learning is limited. In that study, subjects who encoded object locations intentionally were able to recall about 45% of locations in the cued recall task. In contrast, incidental learning subjects recalled only about 15% of object locations. Thus, to limit subjects' ability to explicitly recall object locations in this fMRI study, we assigned all subjects to the incidental learning condition.
Unlike explicit memory tests that allow a contrast of recalled and forgotten items, implicit memory tests often lack this opportunity. To contrast different levels of implicit performance, we assigned participants to the study-test aware and study-test unaware conditions. Previous studies have shown that the performance on associative, semantic, and spatial implicit memory tests is greater for study-test aware participants compared to studytest unaware participants [Bowers and Schacter, 1990; Mace, 2003b; Manelis, 2009; Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1994] . We informed study-test aware subjects that during the search task they are going to see the stimuli that appeared previously during the object detection task. Study-test unaware subjects were not informed about the study-test relationship. The instructions were given right before the onset of the visual search task.
The reactivation of encoding-related brain regions during implicit memory test was investigated using a conjunction analysis implemented through inclusive masking [Johnson and Rugg, 2007] . Using this method we tested four possible patterns of reactivation: (1) brain regions that activated during encoding also activated during the testing, (2) brain regions deactivated during encoding also deactivated during implicit memory testing, (3) brain regions that deactivated during encoding activated during testing, and (4) brain regions that activated during encoding deactivated during testing. The first pattern of reactivation will closely resemble the reactivation patterns reported by the explicit memory studies; such similarity may indicate that implicit and explicit memory tests rely on the similar mechanisms of neural reactivation. The second pattern of reactivation would indicate that implicit memory tests reactivate encoding-related brain regions, but in a different way than explicit memory tests. One study supported this hypothesis by reporting deactivation of left fusiform and bilateral inferior frontal gyri during both stimulus encoding and implicit memory testing [Schott et al., 2006] . Neither third nor fourth patterns of reactivation have been previously reported in explicit or implicit memory studies suggesting a low probability for observing these patterns in our study.
Processing of object and spatial information during the object detection and the search tasks may recruit fusiform and parietal brain regions [Köhler et al., 1998b; Sala et al., 2003] . If implicit memory reactivates encoding-related brain regions, then fusiform and parietal cortices are the candidate areas for reactivation to occur. While implicit memory is usually thought to be hippocampus-independent [Cave and Squire, 1992; Knowlton and Squire, 1994] , recent studies revealed the important role of the hippocampus for implicit spatial memory [Chun and Phelps, 1999; Park et al., 2004] . Therefore, the hippocampus may be another candidate area.
The reactivation patterns may be predictive for performance on the implicit memory task. We expected that memory performance would be greater for study-test aware, compared to unaware, subjects. Consequently, study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects might be classified based on the reactivation patterns. This question was addressed using a classification method that examines "the statistical relationship between patterns of brain activity and the occurrence of particular experimental conditions" [O'Toole et al., 2007 [O'Toole et al., , p 1736 . Unlike the traditional univariate analyses [e.g., general linear model (GLM)] treating each voxel as independent from other voxels, classifiers are able to account for the multivariate nature of neuroimaging data. By detecting the patterns of activity across multiple voxels, classifiers are able to extract more information from the fMRI dataset than traditional univariate methods [Cox and Savoy, 2003; Formisano et al., 2008; Hanson and Halchenko, 2008; O'Toole et al., 2007] . The classification approach may be especially useful when the standard univariate methods fail to detect differences between two experimental conditions [Diana et al., 2008] . In addition, classifiers use cross-validation to test for generalizability of the results. Cross-validation is performed by dividing the dataset into training and testing subsets. First, the classifier is trained on the training subset. Then, it is tested on the testing subset. The higher the prediction accuracy, the more the classifier's results accurately generalize to previously unseen trials. Accurate classification indicates that certain patterns of neural activity are diagnostic of a subject being in a particular condition.
METHOD Participants
Sixteen undergraduates (9 female, M = 19.9 years, SD = 2.9) from Rutgers University participated for course credit. Participants were randomly assigned either to the study-test aware (n = 8) or to the study-test unaware (n = 8) conditions. All subjects were treated in accordance with Rutgers University and University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey Institutional Review Board guidelines.
Design and Procedure
To disguise the memory-related nature of our study, we invited subjects to participate in the "Speed of Detection" experiment. Participants were told that the aim of this experiment was to reveal how fast people detect objects on the computer screen. They were asked to respond as quickly as possible during all tasks of the experiment. Subjects did not know that their memory was tested until the debriefing after the experiment.
Study phase-The study phase included a dot detection task and an object detection task. Each trial lasted for 4,000 ms. The trial started with the presentation of an empty matrix for either 400 or 800 ms followed by object presentation. Participants had to press the key of the MRI-compatible trackball as quickly as possible to indicate the presence of the object. Response time (RT) was limited to 1,000 ms. The empty matrix was presented again after the stimulus was detected (ITI) such that the total length of trial was 4,000 ms (Fig. 1a) .
The scanning session began with two blocks of the dot detection task. Blocks consisted of 20 trials each and were preceded, separated, and followed by 16 s of rest. The dot detection task required subjects to respond as quickly as possible every time a small (0.5 × 0.5 in. 2 ) white square (a dot) appeared on the screen. All dots were identical and were presented one at a time in a random location on a black background of a 4 × 4 invisible matrix. The frequency of stimulus presentation was the same for all spatial locations. Such stimulus uniformity was needed to persuade subjects that the only goal of our study was to examine their detection RT. The dot detection task was conducted only to establish a baseline measure of RT when subjects had no intention of memorizing object or spatial information. The neuroimaging data were not relevant to the goals of this study; therefore, we do not report them here. After the dot detection task, subjects proceeded to the object detection task (see Fig. 1 ). During this task, all subjects incidentally learned spatial locations of real objects. Incidental learning was chosen to limit subjects' ability for explicit retrieval of object locations and to prevent subjects from verbalization of object and location information (i.e., "a monkey is in the lower right corner"). The object detection task consisted of two blocks of trials. Blocks consisted of 40 trials each and were preceded, separated, and followed by 16 s of rest (Fig.  1b) . The object detection task required subjects to respond as quickly as possible every time when any object appeared on a screen. The objects were 16 black and white line drawings presented on a white background in one of 16 locations of the 4 × 4 matrix.
Repeated presentation of objects in constant locations leads to decrease in subjects' RT due to a priming effect Nakayama, 1996, 1994; Musen, 1996] . For this reason, objects that appeared in constant locations are referred to as primed. Eight other objects appeared in two to eight different locations that were not associated with the constant objects. These objects appeared once in each location and were introduced to disguise the real goal of the object detection task. For this reason, objects in variable locations are referred as foils. Fifty percent of trials were primed trials and 50% were foils. All trials were presented in random order. Each trial was analyzed as an event. While every object was presented several times during the object detection task, this article reports only the neuroimaging data for the last repetitions of primed stimuli because they directly preceded the implicit memory test. The full analysis of neuroimaging data in the object detection task will be reported elsewhere.
To make sure that subjects did not use more elaborate strategies in the object detection compared to the dot detection task, we compared subjects' RT on both tasks. If subjects did not exert any sufficient efforts for stimuli processing in the object detection task, we will detect no significant difference between dot detection RT and object detection RT.
Test phase-Subjects' implicit memory for object location was tested using a search task (see Fig. 2 ). The target was presented at the beginning of each trial and could be either an object that has already appeared during the object detection task or a new object. The search screen comprised 12 different objects, one of which was the target, that were placed along the outer border of the 4 × 4 matrix. Participants were asked to find and click on a target object as quickly as possible. To discourage subjects from selecting nontarget objects, the same search display was presented until participants found the correct object. This manipulation forced subjects' accuracy to be 100%. If, however, participants used more than one attempt to find the target, this trial was removed from the behavioral and neuroimaging data analysis.
There were five types of trials in the search task. Primed trials were primed objects placed in the same locations as they appeared during the object detection task. Foil trials were foils placed in the same locations as they appeared during the object detection task. Unprimed trials were primed objects placed in the locations where foils appeared during the object detection task. Unprimed foil trials were foils placed in the locations where primed objects appeared during the object detection task. New trials were objects that never appeared during the object detection task. These objects could appear in any random location.
Eighteen blocks of the search task were preceded, separated, and followed by 16 s of rest (Fig. 2b) . The first twelve blocks were composed of primed (37.5%) and foil trials (62.5%). During these blocks, each primed object appeared in its primed location six times. The last six blocks were composed of unprimed (25%), unprimed foil (50%), and new trials (25%). Trials were presented in a random order. Each trial was analyzed as an event.
Blocks consisted of eight trials each. Each trial in a block lasted for 8 s. The trial started with the presentation of a target object at the center of the computer screen for 2,000 ms followed by the presentation of an empty matrix for 1,000 ms. The search screen appeared after the empty matrix. The search screen was presented until subjects found a correct object but for no longer than 4,000 ms. After subjects responded, the empty matrix was presented again for the time needed to complete the 8,000-ms time slot (ITI) (Fig. 2a) .
To manipulate the implicit memory performance, we changed subjects' awareness of the relationship between the stimuli of the object detection task and that of the search task. After the object detection task but before the search task, subjects received either study-test aware or study-test unaware instructions. Study-test aware subjects were informed that the stimuli that would be presented during the search task were the same as those presented during the object detection task. Study-test unaware subjects were not informed about the relationship between the study and test stimuli. Participants in either test condition did not know that their memory would be tested during the search task. Moreover, all participants were reminded that they were to participate in the "Speed of Detection" study, and so they should respond as quickly as possible.
Implicit memory was indicated when search RT for the first repetition of primed trials was faster than for the first repetition of unprimed and new trials. Consistent with our previous findings [Manelis, 2009] , we expected that primed trials would be significantly faster than unprimed trials and new trials in study-test aware, but not in study-test unaware, subjects. The first repetition of primed stimuli is the most important for the purposes of our study. First, these trials directly followed the stimulus encoding. Second, there was not learning effect from stimulus repetitions within the search task as it was for the stimuli repeated for the second, third, etc., times. In this article, we report only neuroimaging data for the primed stimuli presented for the first time in the search task. The analysis of neuroimaging data for the other types of trials will be reported elsewhere.
Image Acquisition
The fMRI experiment was conducted using a Siemens 3 T Allegra head-only MR system. In all tasks, the stimulus presentation was synchronized with the image acquisition. In the beginning of the experiment, a high resolution structural image (TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 4.38 ms, slice thickness = 1 mm, FOV = 220, number of slices = 176, resolution = 0.8594 × 0.8594 × 1) was acquired using MPRAGE (a magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition in gradient echo) sequence. Functional data (BOLD signal) were collected using a gradient echo, echo-planar sequence (TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, slice thickness 4 = mm, FOV = 220, number of slices = 32, resolution = 3.4375 × 3.4375 × 4.0). A total of 207 volumes were collected during the object detection task. A total of 800 volumes were collected during the search task for study-test unaware subjects. A total of 830 volumes were collected during the search task for study-test aware subjects. The search task was longer in the studytest aware, compared to study-test unaware, condition due to the longer set of instructions preceding the task. These differences could influence the performance of the classifier. Therefore, we removed volumes corresponding to the task instructions from both groups of subjects to have an equal number of volumes in the fMRI datasets for each condition.
fMRI Data Analysis
The images were processed and analyzed with FSL 4.0 (FMRIB's Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) software. On each raw BOLD dataset, nonlinear noise reduction [SUSAN (Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus)]; motion correction (MCFLIRT [Jenkinson et al., 2002] ); non-brain removal using BET [Smith, 2002] ; spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 9 mm; multiplicative mean intensity normalization of the volume at each time point; and high-pass temporal filtering (Gaussianweighted least-squares straight line fitting, with sigma = 25.0 s) were applied. A hemodynamic response function was modeled using a Gamma function. The registration to high resolution structural (MPRAGE) and standard MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space images was carried out using FLIRT [Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002] .
The FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) was used for the first-and higher-level analysis. The higher-level analysis was carried out using ordinary least square mixed effects. Zstatistics images were thresholded at P < 0.001 (uncorrected). Subjects' neural responses during the object detection and search tasks were analyzed using a GLM. Functional localization was determined using the Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural atlases.
In the object detection task, we examined neural activity corresponding to the last repetition of primed stimuli. The first-level analysis was used to compute the BOLD signal change on the last repetition of primed stimuli for every subject. The higher-level analysis was used to compute the mean BOLD signal change associated with the last repetition of primed stimuli across all subjects.
In the search task, we analyzed subjects' neural activity during the first repetition of primed stimuli. A first-level analysis computed the BOLD signal on these trials for every subject. A higher-level analysis was used to compute the average neural activity for study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects. The higher-level analysis also examined differences in neural activity between study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects on the first repetition of primed stimuli. In case the study-test aware subjects have greater implicit memory than study-test unaware subjects, the comparison of neural activity in these two groups will indicate the contrast between more and less successful implicit memory performance.
A conjunction analysis of encoding-and test-related brain regions-We used a conjunction analysis to investigate whether and how brain areas involved during the last repetition of primed stimuli in the object detection task become re-engaged during the first repetition of primed stimuli in the search task. The conjunction analysis was conducted using inclusive masking. First, the thresholded Z-statistics images of encoding-related and test-related brain activity were binarized (Fig. 3a) . Then, in each group of subjects, the encoding-related and test-related binarized images were added. The final image included only those brain regions whose neural activity passed threshold at encoding and at implicit memory testing (Fig. 3b) .
Four possibilities for the relationship between neural activity at encoding and testing were examined: encoding increase-test increase, encoding decrease-test decrease, encoding decrease-test increase, and encoding increase-test decrease. Each of these four resulting images were then subjected to a between-subject conjunction analysis that revealed which brain areas were reactivated in both groups of subjects, and which brain areas were uniquely reactivated in one group of subjects (Fig. 3c) .
A voxel-based analysis of changes in neural activity between encoding and test-The first step in calculating reactivation values was to compute BOLD signal changes relative to the trial onset during the last primed trial of the object detection and the first primed trial of the search tasks. This analysis was implemented using the PyNIfTI module (http://niftilib.sourceforge.net/pynifti). PyNIfTI is a Python-based software that provides an easy access to NIfTI images. For example, it allows computing the signal time course for conditions of interest for all voxels in a volume by averaging the time courses within specific experimental condition. Such computation may be implemented using the "pynifti_pst" (pst: peristimulus timecourse) script.
We used this script to calculate the percent BOLD signal change relative to the stimulus onset volume in trials of interest. The signal was extracted from the filtered functional data (nonlinear noise reduction, motion correction, spatial smoothing, intensity normalization, and high-pass temporal filtering were applied) and averaged across three volumes in the object detection task (encoding) and four volumes in the search task (implicit memory test). The averaging across greater number of volumes in the search, compared to the object detection, task is explained by the longer trial latency in the former task. Reactivation values were calculated by subtracting the percent BOLD signal change during encoding from the percent BOLD signal change during implicit retrieval.
To examine whether reactivation values could predict implicit memory performance, we classified study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects using the sparse multinomial logistic regression (SMLR) [Krishnapuram et al., 2005] . The independent variables were reactivation values in voxels comprising the areas of conjunction. Our choice of the SMLR classifier was motivated by the ability of this classifier to optimize for performance by removing the least informative or redundant features (in our case, voxels) from the dataset.
The classification performance was optimized for the number of voxels in the activation pattern. The goal of optimization was to find the best classification performance with the largest amount of voxels (features) left in the dataset. The reason behind the searching for a model with the largest amount of features is to get a representation of all diagnostic voxels in the model (even if some of these voxels may be redundant for classification).
Generalization of classification performance was tested by cross-validating the model using a leave-one-out strategy. One subject from each group was "left out" for subsequent crossvalidation testing. The SMLR classifier was implemented through the PYMVPA (MultiVariate Pattern Analysis in Python) software (http://www.pymvpa.org). PYMVPA is a Python-based framework for multivariate pattern analysis capable of running classification analysis of large datasets [Hanke et al., 2009a,b] .
RESULTS

Behavioral Results
The analysis of behavioral data indicated no significant differences between RT in the dot detection (M = 292.35 ms, SD = 39.0) and object detection tasks (M = 297.13 ms, SD = 51.6) in the study phase, t(15) = 0.8, P = 0.43. These results suggest that subjects did not use more elaborate strategies to perform the object detection task compared to the dot detection task. In the test phase, subjects found 95% of target objects in the first attempt (SD = 0.03). The effect of individual object on search RT was examined using GLM with subjects' group as a between-subject factor and object as a random factor. There was a significant main effect of object, F(25, 25) = 8.75, P < 0.001, but no significant main effect of group, F(1, 56.4) = 0.03, P = 0.86, and no group × object interaction, F(25, 2,064) 1.3, P > 0.14. These findings suggest that although individual objects influenced subjects' performance, this effect was similar in both groups of subjects.
Subjects' search RT for all types of trials is presented in Table I . To focus on the main question of our study, we report here only statistics relevant to our question. Study-test aware subject found primed stimuli significantly faster than study-test unaware subjects on the first repetition trial (see Fig. 4 ), t(14) = 2.28, P = 0.039. Moreover, the priming effect was present in study-test aware, but not in study-test unaware, subjects. The search RT for the first repetition of primed stimuli was significantly faster than the search RT for the first repetition of unprimed stimuli, t(7) = -2.15, P = 0.035 (one-tailed), and the first repetition of new stimuli, t(7) = -3.76, P = 0.007 (two-tailed). It was also faster than search RT for foil stimuli; however, this effect did not reach statistical significance, t(7) = -1.5, P = 0.18. No priming effect was detected in study-test unaware subjects. The search RT for the first repetition of primed stimuli was not different from the search RT for the first repetition of foils, t(7) = 0.12, P = 0.9, or from the first repetition of unprimed trials, t(7) = 1.1, P = 0.32, and was even slower than for the first repetition of new trials, t(7) = 2.4, P = 0.045.
Neuroimaging Results
Study phase-Relative to the baseline, the last repetition of primed objects in the object detection task increased neural activity in right middle frontal gyrus (MFG), right hippocampus, right thalamus, left superior frontal gyrus (SFG), left lateral occipital cortex (LOC) bordering with superior parietal lobule (SPL), bilateral inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), and bilateral occipital cortex that included occipital fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, and occipital pole. The neural activity decreased in right cuneus and precuneus, left lingual gyrus, and bilateral parahippocampal gyrus (Table II) .
Test phase-During the first repetition of primed stimuli, study-test unaware subjects (Table III) activated right temporooccipital fusiform cortex; right inferior LOC; right insular cortex; small regions in right frontal cortex, left precentral gyrus, and left superior LOC; and large regions in left occipital cortex that included occipital fusiform and lingual gyri. The decreases were observed in right paracingulate gyrus; right central and parietal opercular cortices; right planum polare and temporale; right precentral gyrus; right posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus; small regions in left superior and middle temporal gyri; left insular cortex; left anterior cingulate gyrus; left postcentral gyrus; left hippocampus; and bilateral thalamus.
In the study-test aware subjects (Table IV) , the first repetition of primed stimuli activated right inferior LOC; left paracingulate gyrus; left MFG; left precentral gyrus; left superior LOC bordering SPL; and larger regions in left occipital cortex including occipital fusiform and lingual gyri. The decreases of neural activity were observed in right frontal medial and paracingulate gyri; right postcentral gyrus and right opercular cortex; right posterior cingulate gyrus; left SFG; left anterior cingulate and precentral gyri; superior regions in parietal cortex; bilateral anterior and posterior temporal cortices; bilateral hippocampus; amygdala; and putamen.
The comparison of subjects' performance on the search task revealed that study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects had higher activation of bilateral thalamus. Studytest unaware, compared to study-test aware, subjects had higher activation of right cerebellum, left paracingulate gyrus, and left middle temporal gyrus (Table V) .
A conjunction analysis of encoding-and test-related neural activity-We found that independently of subjects' awareness, brain areas that showed an increase in neural activity during encoding never decreased in activity during the implicit memory test. Also the brain areas that showed a decrease in neural activity during encoding never showed an increase during the implicit memory test.
The conjunction analysis of the last repetition of primed stimuli in the object detection task and the first repetition of primed stimuli in the search task revealed that bilateral precuneus and cuneus showed reduced neural activity during both encoding and implicit memory testing in the study-test unaware, but not aware, subjects (Fig. 5, right) . In contrast, the region in the right MFG showed increased activity during both encoding and testing in study-test aware, but not unaware, subjects (Fig. 5, left) .
The between-subject conjunction of encoding-and test-related increases of neural activity revealed that the superior division of left LOC/SPL region [-30, -60, 56] and bilateral lingual/occipital fusiform gyri [±10, -84, -10] (see Fig. 7 ) activated during the last repetition of primed stimuli in the object detection task and during the first repetition of primed stimuli in the search task in both groups of subjects.
The changes in neural activity between the study and test phases are referred to as reactivation values. Reactivation values were calculated as the differences in the percent BOLD signal change relative to the trial onset on the first repetition of primed trials during the search task and the last repetition of primed trials during the object detection task. Figure  6 shows the relationship between activation at encoding and activation at testing in two selected voxels. One voxel [14, -90, -4] showed greater reactivation values in study-test aware subjects. Another voxel [16, -80, -16] showed greater reactivation values in studytest unaware subjects.
To find out whether reactivation values may account for differences in implicit memory, we classified subjects using the SMLR method. The classifier's performance was optimized across nine lm parameters for the number of voxels left in the dataset. Tables AI-AIII in Appendix reflect the process of optimization and report classification accuracies for all optimization parameters (lm). Herein we report only the best classification performance that was defined as the highest accuracy with the largest number of voxels left in the dataset. The areas of conjunction analysis were used as ROIs for this analysis. The chance performance was 50%.
The conjunction analysis showed that a large region in right MFG was reactivated in studytest aware, but not in study-test unaware, subjects. Mean reactivation value in these regions was 0.07% (SD = 0.15). The best classification performance was 69%, with 12 features out of 97 used for classification. Bilateral cuneus and precuneus regions decreased their neural activity during encoding and test in study-test unaware, but not study-test aware, subjects. Mean reactivation value in these regions was 0.016% (SD = 0.2). The best classification performance was 69%. SMLR selected 24 features out of 114 for classification. Voxels in the right precuneus discriminated larger reactivation values in the study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects. Voxels in the left precuneus discriminated larger reactivation values in the study-test unaware, compared to study-test aware, subjects.
The LOC/SPL and lingual/occipital fusiform regions reactivated in both groups of subjects (M = 0.019%, SD = 0.28). The best classification performance was 81.25%. SMLR used 98 features out of 657 to classify subjects. Voxels that were diagnostic for implicit memory performance were mostly located in lingual and occipital fusiform regions (see Fig. 7 ). As follows from Figure 7 , the more anterior slices, which approximately correspond to the occipital fusiform region, had larger reactivation values in the study-test unaware subjects. The more posterior slices that approximately correspond to lingual gyrus had larger reactivation values in the study-test aware subjects. Neural reactivation in the parietal region was not very diagnostic for retrieval success. Only three voxels were sensitive to retrieval success by discriminating larger reactivation values in the study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects. 1 Optimization of the classifier's performance implies that activation patterns may depend on optimization parameters. To address this issue we selected four voxels (two with positive sensitivities and two with negative sensitivities) that had shown the strongest diagnostic capability. We looked at the sensitivities of those voxels across several optimization parameters when classification performance was above 60%. Figure 8 shows the change in voxel sensitivities under different optimization parameters. Arrows point to locations of selected voxels in the frequency distributions of sensitivities. Figure 8 clearly demonstrates that voxels with the strongest sensitivities remain in the model under all optimization parameters; for example, Voxel 1 was included in the activation pattern independently of optimization. Voxels with lower sensitivities may be removed from the model; for example, Voxel 4 was excluded from the model when the number of selected features became small.
DISCUSSION
Neuroimaging studies of explicit memory indicate that reconstruction of previous experiences during explicit retrieval reactivates encoding-related brain regions [Habib, 2001; Johnson and Rugg, 2007; Kahn et al., 2004; Nyberg et al., 2000 Nyberg et al., , 2001 ; Persson and Nyberg, 2000; Vaidya et al., 2002; Wheeler et al., 2000 Wheeler et al., , 2006 Woodruff et al., 2005] . It was, however, previously unclear whether and how encoding-related neural activity is reinstated during implicit memory tasks. Our fMRI study examined this question using traditional qualitative and new quantitative methods.
Subjects learned object locations incidentally during the object detection task. The incidental nature of learning was validated through the comparison of subjects' RTs in the dot detection and the object detection tasks. There were no significant differences in RT between these two tasks, suggesting that the processing the presence of unique objects took no more effort than processing the presence of identical dots. Subjects' implicit memory was tested indirectly using the search task. To manipulate implicit memory performance, we assigned subjects to either the study-test aware or study-test unaware conditions. Consistent with previous findings [Mace, 2003a,b; Manelis, 2009; Richardson-Klavehn and Gardiner, 1995; Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1994] , study-test aware, compared to unaware, subjects demonstrated greater implicit memory. The differences were indexed by faster search RTs in aware subjects. In addition, study-test aware, but not unaware, subjects found previously seen objects presented in their prior locations (primed stimuli) significantly faster compared to previously seen objects presented in new locations, and new objects presented in random locations.
The main concern for implicit memory studies is the purity of implicit performance [e.g., Beauregard et al., 1999; Bowers and Schacter, 1990] . Arguably, study-test awareness increases the likelihood that subjects use an explicit retrieval strategy during implicit memory test. The finding of the study-test aware effect under deep, but not shallow, encoding provided support for this hypothesis [Mace, 2003b; Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1994] . Other studies, however, demonstrated that study-test awareness does not lead to the use of explicit retrieval strategies in the implicit memory paradigm [Fay et al., 2005] . We believe that our study also provides evidence for the latter point of view.
First, even though subjects were study-test aware, they did not know that their memory would be tested. In addition, we analyzed only the first repetitions of the stimuli at test, in case subjects had figured out the real goal of the experiment midway through the search task. Second, unlike the studies of Mace [2003b] and Richardson-Klavehn et al. [1994] , we observed the effect of study-test awareness under incidental encoding. Incidental encoding as used in our study should be considered as very shallow because subjects neither were instructed nor had time to use elaborate encoding strategies. Our previous study [Manelis, 2009] showed that subjects were able to recall only about 15% of incidentally encoded stimuli, compared to about 50% observed under deep encoding in Mace's and RichardsonKlavehn et al.'s studies. These findings suggest that the likelihood of explicit "contamination" in our study is much lower than in the studies cited above.
Third, the previous studies showed that the use of explicit retrieval strategies during implicit memory test is a time-consuming process [e.g., Richardson-Klavehn and Gardiner, 1995; Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1999] . Consequently, if study-test aware subjects used explicit retrieval strategies, their search RT would increase compared to the search RT in study-test unaware subjects. Contrary to these predictions, we observed faster search RT in study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects, implying that subjects did not use an explicit strategy for implicit memory task.
The analysis of neuroimaging data also provides evidence against usage of an explicit retrieval strategy by study-test aware participants. Previous studies showed that explicit recall of locations cued by the objects elicited activation in dorsal extrastriate cortex, SPL, lingual and fusiform gyri, frontal eye fields, hippocampus, and parahippocampal cortex [de Rover et al., 2008; Piekema et al., 2006; Sommer et al., 2005] . If study-test aware subjects tried to recollect spatial locations using target objects as a cue, they would have greater activity in these regions compared to study-test unaware subjects. The comparison of neural activity in two groups of subjects did not reveal significant differences in any of these brain regions.
Searching for old objects in their corresponding old locations elicited greater activity in bilateral thalamus in study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects. The same trials elicited greater activity in left paracingulate, left MTG, and right cerebellum in studytest unaware, compared to study-test aware, subjects. While activity in cerebellum and left MTG may be related to item recognition [e.g., Lekeu et al., 2002] , activation in paracingulate cortex is often associated with "mentalizing" [e.g., Gallagher and Frith, 2004] . In our study, the greater activity in these areas may suggest that study-test unaware participants occasionally tried to figure out whether they previously encountered the search task stimuli in the object detection task. Study-test aware subjects did not have to "mentalize" because they believed that all stimuli appeared previously.
Activation of the thalamus during implicit memory tests may be necessary for transformation of neural priming to its behavioral counterpart [Walla et al., 2003] . It was reported that thalamic lesions interfered with motor skill learning [Exner et al., 2001 ] and led to disconnection between processing streams of neural priming and behavioral response [Walla et al., 2003 ]. In our study, greater thalamic activity in study-test aware, compared to study-test unaware, subjects may indicate the facilitation of such transformation indexed by the decrease in RT in aware subjects.
Taken together, behavioral and neuroimaging data suggest that enhancement of implicit memory in study-test aware subjects cannot be explained by the use of explicit retrieval strategies. We propose that behavioral facilitation could occur due to an unintentional reconstruction of the encoding episode. Arguably, the reconstruction may include not only properties that were presented during the memory test but also information that was absent from the test episode but was present in the encoding episode [Hintzman, 1986] . Thus, successful performance on the search task required the reinstatement of location information induced by presentation of target objects.
Brain reactivation may reflect a neural mechanism for reconstruction of previous experiences [e.g., Damasio, 1989] . If reactivation is a key factor for successful performance, then subjects with different levels of implicit memory may be classified based on the magnitude of reactivation. Implicit memory is often associated with reduction of neural responses in the task-specific brain areas [e.g., Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Henson, 2003 ]. Therefore, it was possible that the neural reduction during test may represent the reinstatement of neural decreases during encoding. Contrary to this prediction, we found that reactivation mechanisms of implicit memory resemble those of explicit memory. Specifically, bilateral occipital fusiform and lingual gyri along with left superior LOC and SPL were activated during encoding and during implicit memory testing in both groups of subjects. These brain regions are involved in processing of object and spatial information [e.g., Haxby et al., 1991; Köhler et al., 1998a; Sala et al., 2003] . Reactivation of these regions during an implicit memory task could indicate the reconstruction of incidentally learned associations between objects and locations.
While the brain regions that decreased their neural activity during encoding never increased it during the implicit memory test and vise versa, some brain regions were uniquely reactivated in study-test aware or study-test unaware subjects. In the study-test aware subjects, this unique region was located in the MFG and adjacent precentral and superior frontal gyri, and approximately corresponded to the frontal eye fields (FEF). The FEF region plays an important role in planning and visual attention [Fincham et al., 2002; Kastner et al., 1999] . The re-engagement of FEF during the search task in study-test aware, but not studytest unaware, subjects may suggest that study-test aware instructions stimulated subjects' attention to the stimuli.
In the study-test unaware subjects, the uniquely reactivated region was located in bilateral cuneus and precuneus. This region was deactivated during encoding and also during implicit retrieval. Recent studies suggested that activity in precuneus decreases when visual attention increases [Tomasi et al., 2006] . In our study, the decrease in precuneal activity may indicate the sustained visual attention required by encoding and implicit memory tasks for the stimuli detection and quick response. Another explanation for deactivation may be that precuneus is a part of a default-mode network and activates during rest [Cavanna, 2007; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006] . This explanation, however, may be discounted because deactivation in this region was observed only in one group of subjects. Default-mode networks are usually stable across different conditions [e.g., Damoiseaux et al., 2006] at least in healthy participants predicting the re-deactivation of this region in both groups of subjects.
Although involvement of the hippocampus in processing object locations is well established [e.g., Burgess et al., 2002; Hartley et al., 2007; Postma et al., 2008] , we did not find reactivation in hippocampus and adjacent regions. The right hippocampus increased its activity relative to the baseline during incidental encoding, while the left hippocampus reduced its activity relative to the baseline in both groups of subjects during implicit memory test. One explanation for these results may be related to the low memory load in the search task. This task did not require subjects to navigate, create spatial maps of object positions, or think about spatial relationships between objects. Previous studies have shown that spatial tasks with low memory load do not require involvement of the hippocampus. For example, patients with hippocampal damage performed normally if they had to memorize one or two locations. However, their performance declined when memory load was increased up to five locations [Shrager et al., 2007] .
The quantitative analysis, implemented through the classification method, was able to classify study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects above the chance based on reactivation values in the regions that were commonly and uniquely reactivated. We found that even the occipital and parietal regions that were reactivated in both groups of subjects were not homogeneous in terms of their sensitivity to implicit memory performance. The fusiform part of this region included voxels that had greater reactivation values for lower implicit memory performance, while the lingual part of this region included voxels that had greater reactivation values for higher implicit memory performance.
We have to accept, however, that the method we used to calculate reactivation makes it difficult to interpret the absolute meanings of reactivation values. The current version of the pynifti_pst tool allows calculation of the per stimulus percent signal change relative to the stimulus onset. It is possible, however, that the neural activity at stimulus onset in encoding is different from that in the memory test. In the future, to ease the interpretation of absolute reactivation values, it would be beneficial to measure the percent BOLD signal change relative to neural activity during the rest periods surrounding the trials of interest.
To achieve the best classification performance, we optimized the classifier by changing the number of features left in the dataset. Optimization suggests that the observed activation pattern is not the only possible set of features. For example, some voxels could be removed from the model under different optimization parameters. We explored the stability of the activation pattern by looking at the changes in the voxel sensitivities across different optimization parameters. For this purpose, we chose four voxels from the activation pattern that provided the most accurate classification. Three of four chosen voxels remained in the model under all optimization parameters. The fourth voxel, which had the lowest sensitivity among chosen voxels, was removed from the model when the number of features left became small. These findings suggest that although optimizing the classifier changes activity patterns, the voxels with the strongest sensitivities are stable and remain in the model under all optimization parameters. Future work can address the issue of the pattern stability by developing an automated search method for stable voxels that remain in the model under the most optimization parameters.
Our fMRI study of neural reactivation differed from previous studies in several aspects. First, it demonstrated that reactivation is an important mechanism of implicit memory, which suggests similarity between explicit and implicit memory systems. Second, it evaluated the differences in reactivation between subjects with high and low implicit memory performance. Third, our study clearly showed the importance of the classification method for reactivation research.
In summary, our research suggests that reactivation of encoding-related brain regions during implicit memory test enhances memory performance by inducing an unintentional reconstruction of the encoding episode. While occipital and parietal regions reactivated in study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects, the more refined analysis has revealed that some voxels within these regions are able to differentiate between two groups of subjects based on reactivation values. Reactivation patterns in occipital and parietal regions along with the uniquely reactivated FEF and test-related activation in thalamus suggest a possible network for unintentional reconstruction of encoding episode during implicit memory tests. Further research needs to examine whether the reactivation pattern described here is unique for spatial processing or other stimulus properties, such as lexical or pictorial, also may be reconstructed without subject's intentions.
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APPENDIX
Tables AI-AIII below demonstrate the optimization of the SMLR classifier in the common and unique areas of reactivation in study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects. Total number of voxels in the region is 657.
The best classification performance is reported in bold font. ROI = LOC/SPL and lingual/occipital fusiform regions reactivated in both groups of subjects. Total number of voxels in the region is 97.
The best classification performance is reported in bold font. ROI = MFG reactivated in the study-test aware group only. Total number of voxels in the region is 114.
The best classification performance is reported in bold font. ROI = precuneus that decreased its activity in the study-test unaware group during encoding and during implicit memory test.
Figure 1.
The design of the object detection task. The design of the search task. The conjunction analysis of encoding-and test-related brain activity. Search RT on the first repetitions of primed stimuli, foils, primed stimuli in new locations and new stimuli in study-test aware and study-test unaware groups of subjects. The region in the right middle frontal gyrus (left) activated during encoding and during testing in the study-test aware group of subjects. The region in the bilateral cuneus and precuneus (right) deactivated during encoding and during testing in the study-test unaware group of subjects. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com] The differences in BOLD signal change relative to the trial onset between encoding and test in study-test aware and study-test unaware subjects. The distribution of voxel sensitivities observed under different optimization parameters.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com] 
TABLE II
Brain regions changed neural activity during the last repetition of primed stimuli in the object detection task All coordinates are in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template space. G., gyrus; C., cortex; LOC, lateral occipital cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobule; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; R, right; L, left; anter., anterior; poster., posterior; super., superior; temporooc., temporooccipital.
TABLE III
Brain regions changed neural activity during the first repetition of primed stimuli in the search task: Study-test unaware subjects All coordinates are in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template space. G., gyrus; C., cortex; LOC, lateral occipital cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobule; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; R, right; L, left; anter., anterior; poster., posterior; super., superior; temporooc., temporooccipital.
TABLE IV
Brain regions changed neural activity during the first repetition of primed stimuli in the search task: Study-test aware subjects All coordinates are in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template space. G., gyrus; C., cortex; LOC, lateral occipital cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobule; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; R, right; L, left; anter., anterior; poster., posterior; super., superior; temporooc., temporooccipital.
TABLE V
The contrast between the study-test aware and study-test unaware conditions All coordinates are in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template space. G., gyrus; C., cortex; LOC, lateral occipital cortex; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; R, right; L, left; poster., posterior; temporooc., temporooccipital.
